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Abstract

It is often assumed that the faults in storage elements (SEs) can be modeled as out-

put/input stuck-at-faults of the element. They are implicitly considered equivalent to the

stuck-at faults in the combinational logic surrounding the SEcel ls. A more accurate higher

level fault model for elementarySEs used inasynchronous circuits is presented. This model

o�ers better representation of the physical fai lures. It is shown that the stuck-at model

may be adequate i f only modest fault coverage is desired. The enhanced model includes

some commonfault behaviors of SEs that are not coveredby the the stuck-at model . These

include data-feed- t hrough behaviors that cause the SEto be combinational . Fault models

for complex SEcel ls can be obtained without a signi�cant loss of information about the

structure of the circuit.

�This work was s upp o r ted p a r t ly by a SDIO/I ST fu nd e d p r o je ct mo n i t o r e d b y ONR.



1 Introducti on

Functional fault model ing is an e�ective approach to handle the complexities of large

digital circuits. Afunctional fault model hides the complex fault behavior and presents

a way of considerably simpli fying test generation [1 ], [2] . Higher level fault models are

easier to use because they represent the fault behavior independent of detai led lower level

description. However it has been shown in some situations that a simple functional model

maynot adequately represent a signi�cant fraction of fai lures. When this is the case, tests

based on such a model may not be signi�cantly better than randomtesting. If the fault

model is adequat e , a functional test set wil l test for most faults, while at the same time

considerably reducing the test generation e�ort. Afault model can be termed adequate i f

it explicitly covers (i .e. coverage is guaranteed for) a major fraction, say x%, of al l l ikely

faults [2] . The number x cannot be obtained by using any fundamental considerations, but

would be based on a reasonable convention. The faults not explicitly coveredmay or may

not be tested if the test vectors are obtained using a fault model . Thus a fault model with

lowexplici t coverage i s l ikely to be inadequate.

Agood strategy is to obtaina functional fault model for logic blocks derivedfromthe the

physical structure of the circuit. This requires that accurate fault models for primitiveblocks,

such as elementary storage elements (SEs) be considered. Although test considerations at

the lowlevel can be computational ly complex, an accurate fault model for complex logic

blocks inferred fromthe physical structure of the circuit can reduce the test generation and

fault simulation e�orts signi�cantly.

The elementarySEs are the basic primitives in complex logic blocks l ike registers, �nite-

state machines, and static memory blocks. This paper examines the major transistor-level

faults for two elementary SEs used basical ly in asynchronous circuits. The behavior of

each cel l under the above faults is analyzed to evaluate possible functional fault models.

Results for elementary SEcel ls are extended to characterize complexSEcel ls. In section 2,

the minimal stuck-at model and the proposed enhancedmodel are described. SEcel ls are

examined in section 3 for al l possible transistor-level faults to seek a fault model with high

fault coverage.
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2 Faul t odel i ng of El ementary SE el l s

The minimal (stuck-at) fault model assumes that internal faults in the SEs can be mod-

eledas stuck-at-0/1 at the inputs or the outputs of the SEs. We examine belowthe e�ective-

ness of the minimal fault model inrepresenting physical fai lures. The results reveal the need

for a more accurate fault model to better represent the physical fai lures at the transistor

level of an elementary SE.

To examine a SEcel l , ingeneral , an input sequence is requiredrather thana single input

vector. Let T=ft 1, . . . . ,tng be the set of al l possible input combinations andR(s; t i) be the

response of the cel l to the input vector t i applied to the cel l when the cel l is at state s. The

behavior of eachcel l under al l possible transistor faults is examinedfor al l input combinations

and previous states. Amultivalued logic representation is used to better represent voltage

levels that are not exactly logic 1 (hard 1) or logic 0 (hard 0) [3 ] . Here hi gh level (H)

corresponds to both `hard1' and `soft 1' , and l ow level (L) corresponds to both `hard0' and

`soft 0' [4] . Afault that causes the SEoutput to be L(H) for al l t i 2 T , regardless the state

of the SE, can be modeled as stuck-at-0=(1). Under some faults the output of the faulty

cel l cannot make a high to low(lowto high) transition, and the corresponding behavior is

representedbyH6!L(L6!H). Such faults general ly appear as stuck-at-1(stuck-at-0).

However, some faulty behaviors of the SEcel l do not manifest as stuck-at-0/1. Such

faults cause the SEcel l to become dat a- f eed- t hrough as de�ned in [2 ] .

e�nition1: Afaulty SEcel l is said to be dat a- f eed- t hrough when its behavior becomes

combinational such that R(s; t i) = (y) for each t i 2T, where y i s the data part of t i.

For example, for a A pair latch, y i s a double element vector corresponding to and

.

Some recent papers address the detection of several physical fai lures in S syn-

chronous latchcel ls [2 ] , [4] -[7] . Acomprehensive faults model for suchlatches is presentedin

[2] . The proposed enhanced fault model is presented. It was observedthat dat a- f eed- t hrough

faults cause a race- ahead condition in sequential circuits, i .e. the circuit reaches a state one

clock period too early [8 ] . In this paper, we investigate the enhanced f aul t model for SEs

that are used in building asynchronous circuits. The enhanced model includes faults that
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cause dat a- f eed- t hrough and problems of non- ret ent i on of logic level behaviors as well as the

stuck-at faults. Such faults can be detected by monitoring logical levels. Hence they are

termedlogical ly testable.

etai l ed E ami nati ons of the El ementary SE el l s

In this section, a detai led examination of two di�erent elementary asynchronous SEs is

presented. Each cel l is examined for al l possible transistor faults. Results obtained ana-

lytical ly based on a multivalued algebra have been veri�ed by S I E. Agood functional

fault model is sought such that the functional behavior of faultySEcel ls can be adequately

described. oth the mi ni mal and the enhanced fault models are examined for the e�ective-

ness in representing the functional faults. ecause of the transistor sizing and technology

used, `0' dominates i f two nodes are bridged. All possible bridging faults betweennodes in

the same well are considered. We use (x; y) to indicate a bridging fault between nodes x

and y. ridging faults between internal nodes of di�erent wells are not included because

the probabil ity of having such faults is very small . Analysis assumes that a bridging fault

corresponds to a hard shor t . The analysis shows that many stuck-on and bridging faults

change the conductance pathbetween dd and ss nodes. This suggests that monitoring the

supply current (I DDQ ), which can be many orders of magnitude higher in the presence of

suchfaults, canbe usedfor testing suchfaults. Inthe presence of stuck-openfaults, a SEcel l

couldturn fromstatic to dynamic under some input vectors. This means that the logic value

of the output of the cel l is maintaineddue to the charge stored inthe capacitance associated

with the output node. This state may last only for a short time due to the leakage of the

charge. However, at normal clock rates such faults can be detectedonly if theymanifest as

delay faults. Faultybehavior of two SEcel ls are summarizednext.

. e A air latc

The cel l is shown in Figure 1. Asingle-rai l output is considered here and the output is

observedat 1. Similar but somewhat more complicatedresults for double-rai l case can be

obtained. In fault free cel l , vector =11 causes both 1 and 2 nodes to retain their
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previous logical values and the cel l remains static, while vector =00 is to be avoided

because it causes race problemin the cel l . However, only vectors =f01; 10gmake the

cel l in the transparent phase, i .e. can derive the cel l to a known logic values.

(b) The transistor level

p1p2p3p4

n1

n2

n3

n4

A
2

2 A

3

3

B

B

45

67

Q1 Q2

0

1A

B
Q2

Q1

(a) The gate level

Figure 1: The A -pair cel l

Table 1 shows the faulty behavior of the cel l for stuck-open/on faults. The results show

that some of these faults cause enhancement in the supply current (I DDQ ) because a direct

path between dd and ss under some test vectors is establ ished. onsider stuck-open fault

in transistors n1 or n2 or both. When vector =01 is applied, a direct path between dd

and ss i s formed. The same observation is applied for stuck-open fault in transistor n3 or

n4 or in both when vector =10 is applied. The results showthat only two stuck-open

faults showfault free behavior. onsider stuck-open fault in p3. This fault causes the cel l

to exhibit dynamic behavior when vector =11 is applied and the cel l is initial ized to

logic 1. ue to this fault, node 1 cannot keep its logical value of 1 inde�nitely since the

onlywayto refreshnode 1 if this vector applied is through transistor p3. Stuck-openfault

in transistor p2 causes similar change when the same vector applied and the cel l initial ized

to logic 0. These two fault are considered undetectable i f tests are applied at normal rate.

However, i f tests are applied much slower than normal rate, which is unusual in testing,

thenwhen vector =11 is applied, then the node 1 capacitance can discharge to bring

node 1 to logic 0. This method of detection may also be unrel iable because the voltage

on oating nodes may settle down at an inderminate value rather than at logic 0. Hence
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these two faults are regarded undetectable. All stuck-on faults cause enhancement in I DDQ

comparedwith the fault free case.

Table 1: Faultybehavior of the A pair latchunder stuck-open/on faults

ransistor tuc -o en tuc -on

1 1

1 s c - - - r

- r - r �� �� - - r

- r - r �� �� s c -

s c - s c -

1 - - r - - r

- - r s c -

s c - - - r

s c - s c -

: The cel l turns into dynamic under vector =11

Testing the cel l for bridging faults reveal the importance of the multivaluedalgebra. The

results are given in Table 2. The indeterminate value is observedwhen both nodes 1 and

2 are shorted. This fault can cause charge sharing if vector =11 is applied. Such a

behavior canonlybe detectedbyobserving the supplycurrent I DDQ . ridging fault between

nodes 7 and shows stuck-at behavior depending on the initial conditions. Therefore this

fault is modeled as stuck-at regardless of the logical values at nodes 1 and 2. Similarly

bridging fault between input nodes and has consequences assuming 0 dominance. If

input vector =01 is the initial ization vector, then 1 is always at logic high (H) and

2 = , however the observation is reverse-versa i f vector =10 is applied �rst.

Therefore for the sake of fault coverage, we model this fault as stuck-at.

Tables 1 and 2 shows that only 18 faults out of 38 faults (i .e. 47%) are modeled as

stuck-at and 17 faults (i .e. 45%) turn the cel l combinational . Therefore the enhanced fault



model would cover 2%of the logical ly testable faults. Testing this latchusing robust tests

is not trivial , because test patterns depend on both combinationof primary inputs (Aand

) and also on the state variables, which are not directly control lable and dependent on

change of primary inputs. onsider stuck-open fault in transistor p4. In general to test

for a stuck-open fault, a two -pattern test, the initial ization pattern and the test pattern

are required. To test for this fault, node 1 has to be initial ized to logic 0 by applying

2=11. 2 however is a function of and 1 and can be drivento 1 bymaking either

=0 or 1=0. For this fault, only possible way is to make =0 always. Therefore to

ensure the robustly of the test, a 3-pattern test =f10; 11; 01ginstead of a two-pattern

test is required. This shows the the test is not trivial robust because we have to take into

consideration the state variables or outputs of the latch into consideration.

Table 2: Faultybehavior of the A pair latchunder possible bridging faults

ri in aut o ica e a ior o e

1

1;

1; ; ;

; s c -

; ; � ��� � ���

; 1; ;

;

; ;

; ; - - r

;

1;

; ; ;

;

; r r r r c
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. e ele e t

The -element shown in Figure 2 is the storage element used in sel f-timed asynchronous

circuits. Such circuits l ike a pipel ine interconnection circuit that controls data transfers

betweencomputationblocks, whichis basical lya half or ful l handshake circuit [ ] , [10] . This

is a dynamic cel l because there is no feedback in the cel l and the output is observedat node

. Its logic functioncanbe describedbythe ooleanequation = , where

is the present state and is the previous state. Hence only two vectors =f11; 00g

make the cel l in the transparent phase, while vectors =f01; 10gmake the cel l latch its

previous value.

A

B

2

3
4

5

6

7

p1

p2 p3

n1

n2

n3

C

1

0

Figure 2: The -element

The cel l is examined to veri fy the e�ectiveness of the stuck-at model . It was observed

that this model can not cover al l the possible physical defects within the element. Actual ly,

most of the defects withinthe cel l l ike transistor stuck-on, transistor stuck-openandbridging

betweeninternal nodes have some other faultybehavior whichcannot be interpretedbythe

stuck-at fault model .

The results given in Table 3 showthat some faults cause the cel l to exhibit a behavior

change in the latchphase, while sti l l functioning properly in the transparent phase. ondi -

t i onal no- ret ent i on of logic 1/0 ( R 1=0) behaviors are observed. The de�nition is given

below[2 ] :

e�nition : onsider a SE cel l in the state =1 in the transparent phase, the cel l
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exhibits condi t i onal non- ret ent i on ( R 1) behavior i f the cel l fai ls the latch logic 1 and

instead turns to logic 0, i .e. R(1; t i) =0, where t i i s an input vector such that t i 2latch

phase vectors. ( R 0) is de�ned similarly.

As anexample, consider stuck-onfault intransistor p1. If the cel l is at logic 1 andvector

=10 is applied, then the cel l is unable to latch logic 1 as in the fault free case, but this

vector wil l turnthe cel l to logic 0. therefore the behavior is modeledas R 1. The tables

shows also that the cel l become combinational under several faults, and therefore they are

modeledas dat a- f eed- t hrough. Some faults cause the cel l to be paramet r i c , where the logical

value of the cel l is indeterminate and logical testing cannot be used. Such faults can only

be detected bymonitoring the supply current (I DDQ ), which in the presence of the fault is

many orders higher than the fault free current. This enhancement in I DDQ i s due to the

forming of conducting paths between dd and ss under some faults.

Table 3: Faultybehavior of the -element

r ; 1; ; s c - - 1

r ; ; s c - -

c - 1

r 1; 1; ; s c -

c - 1

r ; ; ;

c - 1

r 1; ; - 1

c - 1

r ; ; -

r ;

r ;

r ; - - r

r ;

r ;

c - r r r c

r ;



Table 3 shows that among 33 possible defects within the -element, only 17 (i .e. 52%)

canbe modeledbythe stuck-at fault model , while the enhancedmodel covers 13 faults more

(i .e. 1%). This means that 100%of the logical lytestable faults are coveredbythe enhanced

fault model , while only 3 faults can be tested bymonitoring the supply current I DDQ .

oncl usi on

The e�ectiveness of the minimal fault model for two basic SEs used in asynchronous

circuits is evaluated. The enhancedfault model for the two cel ls is proposed, whichprovides

higher explicit fault coverage compared to the minimal fault model . Higher level functional

fault models for complexcircuits using the twocel ls consideredinthis paper as primitives can

be inferred fromthe proposed model, with higher fault coverage. This al lows the testing of

lowlevel fai lures that cannot be characterizedas stuck-at-0/1 at the functional level without

the need to consider the physical implementation of the circuit. Thus the advantages of

functional testing is retained with a higher coverage of lowlevel fai lures. Test generation

could be based on the change in the state-transition graph of the complex circuit due to

such faults. This can be used to enhance the existing testing techniques for sel f-timedand

asynchronous sequential circuits based on the changes in state transition graph which at

present only consider stuck-at faults only.
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